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This deluxe hardcover features 24 issues of the hit series, The Walking Dead, along with the covers

for the issues all in one massive, oversized slip-cased volume. Perfect for long-time fans, new

readers, and anyone needing a heavy object with which to fend off the walking dead!
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These books are awesome. The storyline is a little different than the show so fans will still enjoy the

book even if you plan on watching the show. The art is great and I really like the cover art in the

back of each book. The book is heavy and well made.I ordered one of the signed and numbered

books only to have it arrive with a split corner. This is not the first book that has arrived this way. I

ordered the the first Walking Dead Omnibus from  last year and that one arrived with a split corner

as well. I was more upset with the damage to this one because it was signed and numbered.

The Omnibus Volumes are all awesome including this one. I jumped in a little late to get the first two

in Signed & Numbered Edition, but did for third and fourth. The artwork is spectacular and the thick

pages and heavy cover mean it will be enjoyed for years if not decades. I agree with another

reviewer's comment that these are heavier than the reprints for the first two Omnibus Volumes.The

extras at the end are incredible. Kirkman's captions for the images are included to provide

background and insight on the images, including a bunch of promotional material. There is also



heaps of well deserved praise for Charlie Adlard and his terrific artwork.I too had a similar

experience with the  packaging/shipping, although not much damage to this particular Volume. My

copy for the Volume 3 has a big dent in the lower spine. This impacted the outer cover and the

cover of the book (but not the pages themselves thankfully). For this Volume I only have a small

dent in the cover on the binding, but not much else. I am not sure if its simply the shipping or they

way they were stored. Seems like maybe one too many editions were stacked and the combined

weight did the damage.Anyway, don't let the potential for a little shipping malarkey prevent you from

purchasing this or any other Omnibus Volume of The Walking Dead. This is a must have for a fan of

the series. As an added bonus, all Omnibus Volumes can actually be used to fend off the Walking

Dead should they rise up.

If you like the series, you will love the books. As most know, the show is based on these graphic

novels. Most of the story lines follow pretty close to it as well. I will say there is just enough

difference that I want to both watch and read the comic side by side. The comic is much darker than

the TV show and there is cursing. Most I have talked to enjoy the comic just as much as the TV

Show. Def worth a read!

I ordered mine the day it went live in October. I was snubbed on previous S&N editions waiting

months to not get one. I received 2 regular unsigned and 1 signed. They all came relatively early.

The signed ones are really hard to get do to the limited print run.  came through. They were lightly

banged up and I do think  needs to do a better job packing things like this. Thanks  for coming

through, apparently they are still having problems with the regular edition bet they shipped. The

signed ones have a different ISBN, also indicated by the bard code and a little hand written note on

the cover with the number you received.

I ordered this for my wife as she loves the walking dead and had the previous three books. It arrived

really quick for the shipping I paid for. Packaging was outstanding, I was really impressed. Looks

like they upped their cane from the last time I ordered one of these books. There was a layer of

shrink wrap that held the book in place so it wouldn't move around add get all bent/dinged up. I also

paid for gift wrap and was really impressed with that too. In all a great gift/being experience. Thanks!

Not much of a review, but I received my copy (stamped #465) today... at the supposed "end of the

world." The date seemed appropriate. I'm debating on whether or not I should open it or wait until



Christmas. I can say that this book is incredibly heavy... While it may not be true, it actually feels

heavier than the second runs of Omnibus 1 and 2.

These are gorgeous collections. They are indeed heavy and a little on the large size, which makes

for a little more difficult reading in bed, but if you're a collector/big fan of the series, these are a must

have. Additional sketches, drawings, and "making of" pages in the back are worth it on their own.

Haven't quite gotten to the meat of it yet, but this is a great price for any Walking Dead fan. It's a

huge collection and will help you to complete your collection.
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